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To the Teacher
 
Thank you for downloading the free supplementary 
tests for Easy English NEWS. I hope these will save 
you many hours of work each month and will help 
expand your students’ reading skills, vocabulary, and 
retention of important information.

Each month’s Cloze Exercises and Short-Answer Tests 
will be posted at the website by the first of the month, 
if not earlier. Many of the tests are useful with or 
without Easy English NEWS. 

There are dozens of ways to use the tests. Experiment 
to see the methods that work best for your classes. 
Some techniques will be better for students with less 
command of English, and others appropriate for those 
with greater fluency. You can alternate the ways you 
use them to provide more variety in lessons.

CLOZE EXERCISES

The purpose of the cloze exercises is to present a small 
amount of important material in another format to 
enhance comprehension and retention, and reinforce 
vocabulary.

• The cloze exercises may be used before or after 
reading the article. The exercises are taken directly 
from articles in the paper so students can check their 
own or others’ work by referring back to the articles.  

• If you assign a cloze exercise before reading the 
article, it serves as an introduction to reading the full 
article. Use this with students with better reading 
ability. 

• To increase the challenge, cut off the word bank at 
the bottom of the page before duplicating the cloze 
exercises. Students can work individually, or in pairs 
or small groups. They can use their newspapers or not. 

• As a spelling test (and listening exercise): Dictate the 
sentences including the missing word for the students 
to write in.

• As copy practice: Students can copy the entire 
selection, filling in the missing words.

WHICH WORD DOES NOT BELONG? 

Vocabulary, logic, and discussion practice. Students 
read the four words in each row, and decide how three 
of the words go together and one does not. There is 
not necessarily one firm answer to this activity. 

• Have students circle their choices, and then discuss 
them. Students should be able to give their reasons for 
choosing a word that doesn’t belong. Any good reason 
makes their answer correct. 

• Students can work in small groups to discuss the 
reasons for their answers. They can write out their 
reasons for the decision. 

• Teach the patterns: 
A, B, and D are all ______s.  
C is not a _____.  
Or:  B, C, and D are all kinds of ______. A is not. 
Or: You can find A, B, and C in a ________.  And so 
forth. 

SHORT-ANSWER TESTS

These tests focus on fact-gathering. 

• You may give these tests as pre-tests to learn what 
students already know about the topic and again as 
post-tests to see what they have learned.

• After reading the article, students can read the 
questions aloud in class and give the answers orally. 

• You can let the students do the tests as “open book 
(newspaper) tests.”
 
• Students can work in pairs or groups to come up with 
the answers after having read the article. 

• Students can use the Answer Page to correct their 
own or others’ answers.

• You can give the same test a week or more later to 
evaluate students’ retention of the information. 
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Sanctuary Cities

What is a sanctuary city?

The United States ____________________________ immigrants who come here legally. Some 

American cities also welcome other ____________________________. Police and city workers in 

sanctuary cities do not ask people if they are ____________________________ legally or illegally. 

The cities do not report illegal immigrants who commit ____________________________ to the 

federal government. 

Leaders of ____________________________ cities say these rules help keep the city peaceful. 

Immigrants in sanctuary cities do not have to be ____________________________ of the police. 

They send their children to ____________________________. They use health services. They report 

crimes to the police. Illegal immigrants have jobs. They ____________________________ taxes. 

They pay rent. They buy things in stores. In these ways, they are ____________________________ to 

the city’s economy. City leaders say that there is less crime among ____________________________ 

immigrants than in the rest of the population.

      
WORD BANK

pay   welcomes  illegal   immigrants  afraid

school  crimes  here   sanctuary  adding
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Buying a House

It’s an ____________________________ dream to own your own home. Sixty-

three ____________________________ of Americans own their own homes. People 

____________________________ money for many years for a down payment for a house. Then they 

borrow the rest of the money from family members, or from a ____________________________.

The price of a house ____________________________ on many things. One of the most important 

things is the location. Prices of homes are ____________________________ in areas where there 

are good jobs. A three-____________________________ house may cost $60,000 in one area and 

$400,000 in another area.

What is a mortgage?

A bank ____________________________ for a house is called a home mortgage. The bank charges 

interest on the mortgage. You can ____________________________ a 15-, 20-, or 30-year mortgage 

term. The interest rate will be lower for the 15-____________________________ mortgage. (The 

monthly payments will be higher.)

      
WORD BANK

loan   bank   year   bedroom  depends

higher  percent  American  choose  save
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Armed Forces Day

The ____________________________ Saturday in May (May 20) is Armed Forces Day. It’s a day to 

think about the people who ____________________________ the United States. 

There are five branches of the U.S. Armed Forces: the Army, the Navy, the Marines, 

the Air ____________________________, and the Coast Guard. There are 1.4 

____________________________ men and women on active duty today. There are several 

hundred thousand men and women in the Reserves and ____________________________ 

Guard. The U.S. has an all-____________________________ military. There has been no draft 

____________________________ 1972.

The U.S. President is the Commander-in-____________________________ of the 

Armed Forces. The President has a Secretary of Defense to advise him. The Department 

of ____________________________ works in one of the largest office buildings in the 

____________________________, the Pentagon. 

      
WORD BANK

National  Defense  million  Chief   protect

third   since   world   Force   volunteer
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Kentucky Derby

May ____________________________ is the Kentucky Derby. This horse race is the “most 

____________________________ two minutes in sports.” It is at Churchill Downs, in Louisville, 

____________________________.  

The Kentucky Derby is for the world’s fastest three-year-old ____________________________. 

The track is one and one quarter ____________________________ long. As many as 

____________________________ horses run in the race. The fastest time in Derby history 

was set in 1973 by a horse ____________________________ Secretariat. Secretariat 

____________________________ the distance in one minute and 59.4 seconds. 

There is $2 million in ____________________________ money. The winner gets 

$1.24 million; the owner of the second horse gets $400,000; the third gets $200,000; the 

____________________________ gets $100,000; and the fifth gets $60,000.

      
WORD BANK

fourth   Kentucky  ran   20   6

miles   named  prize   horses  exciting
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

From the Civil Rights Movement to Black Lives Matter

The Constitution of the United States and acts of Congress guarantee civil  ______________________ 

to all citizens. However, black people in the United States have waited a very long time to enjoy 

_________________________ rights. 

The Supreme Court decision of 1954

In 1954, the Supreme Court said that segregated schools were __________________________ the 

Constitution. That ____________________________ that state laws in the South had to change. But 

this did not change the prejudices of many white ____________________________. Some towns in 

the South ____________________________ their public schools to avoid integration.  

The Civil Rights Movement

In ____________________________, 1955, Martin Luther King, Jr. led a boycott to 

____________________________ segregation on buses in Montgomery, Alabama. People stopped 

taking the bus. They ____________________________ to work. A year later, the Supreme Court 

declared that segregation on ____________________________ was unconstitutional.

      
WORD BANK

people  rights   November  buses  meant

against  walked  equal   end   closed



Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

Which Word Does Not Belong?
Three words in each row go together. One word does not belong with them. Draw a circle 
around the word that does not belong. Be able to explain your reasons.

 A    B    C    D

1.   safe    danger   sanctuary   protect

2. take custody   arrest    detain    release

3.  county   city    poverty   state

4. deport   report    tell    notify

5. marcher   Martin Luther King, Jr.   peaceful   non-violent 

6.  murder   assassinate   kill    ban

7.  Lyndon Johnson   Barack Obama  John Kennedy      George Wallace 

8.  John Kennedy  Barack Obama  Malcolm X      Robert Kennedy

9. affirmative action     improve   more jobs       discriminate

10. grandmother   aunt    father       mother

11. nature    phone    computer       TV

12. tai chi    tae kwon do   calligraphy     karate
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________

I. Sanctuary Cities

1. Does the U.S. welcome legal immigrants?   YES    NO

2. Does a sanctuary city welcome illegal immigrants?  YES    NO

3. About how many sanctuary cities are there in the U.S.? ___________________

4. Who wants to end sanctuary cities? _________________________

5. Who must verify that workers are here legally? _________________________

6. If police arrest an illegal immigrant, who must they notify before releasing him or her?

 _________________________________________________________

7. What will sanctuary cities lose if they do not obey the federal immigration laws?

 ______________________________________

8. Which of these illegal immigrants are in the most danger of deportation? (Circle three)

 criminals   married people  children of illegal immigrants   

 gang members  honest workers  drunk drivers  babies 
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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II.  Buying a House

1. What is the large first payment that a person makes to buy a house? ___________________

2. Are house prices HIGHER or LOWER in areas where there are good jobs? ______________

3. What is a bank loan for a house called? _________________________________

4. Who becomes the owner of the house if a homeowner cannot pay the loan? _____________

5. Who makes an offer?   SELLER       BUYER

6. Who may make a counteroffer?   SELLER      BUYER

7. Who can a buyer hire to report on the condition of the house? ________________________

8. What are two names for a house that needs a lot of repairs?  

 __________________________________ and _________________________________

9. When do the buyer and seller sign the sale documents? ______________________________

10. What does the buyer use to pay the down payment? ________________________________

11. About how much are closing costs? _________________________________

12. How many stories does a ranch-style house have? ____________________________



Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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III. Events in May

1. May is _______________________________________________________ Heritage Month.

2. What day is Cinco de Mayo? _________________________________

3. Who celebrates Cinco de Mayo? _________________________________

4. May sixth is a famous horse race. What is it called? _______________________________

5. What are the five branches of the U.S. Armed Forces? ______________________________,  

 ________________________________, ________________________________,  

 ________________________________, and _______________________________.

6. How many men and women are on active duty today in the armed forces?  

 __________________________________

7. Who advises the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces? __________________________

8. The second Sunday in May is a day to honor ______________________________________.

9. What holiday is the last Monday in May? _______________________________________

10. Where is the national military cemetery? _______________________________________

11. Where are there special ceremonies at that cemetery? _______________________________



Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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III. Events in May (continued)

12. What holiday is often a day of parades and protests? ______________________________

13. Who invaded Mexico in 1862? _________________________________

14. What country did he lead? ______________________

15. When is Screen-Free Week? _________________________________

16. Muslims fast during daylight hours during which holy month? __________________________

17. What special holiday do Muslims celebrate at the end of this month?  

 _____________________________



IV. From Civil Rights Movement to Black Lives Matter

1. What document guarantees civil rights to all Americans? _________________________

2. When did the Supreme Court decide that school segregation was illegal? _________________

3. What black woman would not give her seat on a bus to a white person?

 ________________________________

4. Who led a bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama? _________________________

5. What governor of Arkansas did not want Arkansas schools to be integrated in 1957?

 _________________________________________

6. What governor of Alabama said “Segregation today, segregation tomorrow, and segregation  

 forever?” __________________________________________

7. What group wanted to separate from white society? __________________________

8. Who was the spokesman for that group? ________________________________

9. Where did 250,000 people march in August, 1963?  _____________________________

10. What president was assassinated in 1963? ___________________________

Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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IV. From the Civil Rights Movement to Black Lives Matter (continued)

11. Who signed the Civil Rights Act of 1964? _________________________________

12. Near what city did “Bloody Sunday” happen? ____________________________

13. What law in 1965 opened immigration to the United States to people from Africa, Latin   

 America, and Asia? _____________________________

14. What law in 1968 banned discrimination in renting and buying homes? ___________________ 

 _________________________________.

15. Where can you see a video of “Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Civil Rights Movement?”

   ________________________________

16. What are two songs that marchers sang during the Civil Rights Movement?

 ________________________________________________  _________________________

17. What’s the name of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s wife? ______________________________

18. What four important people were assassinated during the Civil Rights Movement? 

 Tell the year, too.  ________________________________  _______,

 ___________________________  ________,    __________________________  _______,

 __________________________________  _________

Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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IV. From the Civil Rights Movement to Black Lives Matter (continued)

19. What civil rights group carried guns and talked about revolution? _____________________

20. What laws called for hiring more black workers and admitting 

 more black students to college? _______________________________________

21. What percent of American people are black?  _______________

22. Who was the first black president? __________________________________

23. Black people’s income is about ___________% of white people’s income.

24. People in the Black Lives Matter group protest about police ________________________.

Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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Critical-Thinking and Creative-Thinking Questions

A. Choose questions to discuss in a small group or with the class. 

1. Role Play. For groups of four, five, or six. Each group will discuss, prepare, create, rehearse, then 
put on a short drama to illustrate the conflict between rules (laws) and feelings.

Instructor: Hand out 3 x 5 cards with roles written on them, and the reasons for the roles. Players: A star 
player on a sports team, a team mate (optional), the team’s coach; the school principal, the player’s math 
teacher, the player’s parent (optional). 

Star player’s notes: You are a very good (baseball) player. You love the sport. Playing on the school team 
makes you really happy to come to school. You were sick a lot in the winter, so you missed a lot of math 
class. You failed three tests in math.

Team mate: You are x’s team mate and friend. If he / she isn’t on the team, you know it will be difficult 
for the team to win. Other players will feel sad and helpless. 

Coach: You are a coach of a (baseball) team. The star player helps your school’s team win many games. 
He/She gives the team a great spirit. You want to keep your best player. You want the principal to change 
the rule.

Parent: You are star player’s parent. It’s important to you that your son/daughter get good grades and go 
to college. You don’t see how being on the baseball team will help.

Principal: You are the principal of the school. You want all of your students to be able to graduate and do 
well in life. You know that a high school diploma is important. School sports are important to the school, 
but there is a rule that students must pass all of their subjects if they want to play on a school team. If a 
player is failing in classes, they may not play on the team until they are passing. You can’t break the rules 
for individual students. 

Teacher: You are a math teacher. The player is in your class, but has failed the past four tests. You can’t 
pass him if he has failed to learn. 

Set up: The star player comes to the coach to say he/she cannot play on the team. Continue. Coach goes 
to the principal. Principal goes to the teacher. Teacher says no, parent agrees with teacher. Team mate gets 
other team players and they plan a protest. 

2. Work in small groups. Each group choose a place in the U.S. to go on an exciting trip. Find out 
what you’ll want to see, how to get there, what it will cost, how long the trip will be, where you will 
stay. 

3. To see if the birth animal has an effect on character: Have students find out the birth animal of 
the year they were born. They should look up the character of their birth animal. Have them see if 
there are ways that they feel they have those characteristics. How are they different? Have students 
form pairs or groups of those with the same birth animal. Have them report on ways they are similar 
to each other and ways they are different. 

4. To see if birth sign has an effect on character: Have students determine their birth sign (western) 
Have any people with the same birth sign talk together to see what characteristics they have in 
common. Some questions: Are you sensitive? Do you communicate easily? Do you like being a leader 
or a follower? Are you romantic? Do you make quick decisions? Are you very neat or very messy at 
home? Do you act as a peacemaker with other people? Do you get upset easily? 



I. Sanctuary Cities

1. YES
2. YES
3. hundreds
4. President Trump
5. employers
6. Immigration and Customs Enforcement Agency  
    (ICE)
7. federal money
8. criminals, gang members, drunk drivers

 
II. Buying a House

1. down payment
2. higher
3. mortgage
4. bank
5. BUYER
6. SELLER
7. home inspector
8. fixer-upper or handyman special
9. at the closing
10. a certified check
11. between $3,000-$6,000
12. one

 
III. Events in May

1. Asian-American and Pacific-Island
2. May 5
3. Mexican Americans
4. Kentucky Derby
5. Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force, and Coast Guard
6. 1.4  million
7. Secretary of Defense
8. mothers
9. Memorial Day
10. Arlington, Virginia
11. Tomb of the Unknowns
12. May Day (May 1)
13. Napoleon III
14. France

15. May 1 to May 7
16. Ramadan
17. Eid al-Fitr
 

IV. From the Civil Rights Movement to 
Black Lives Matter

1. The U.S. Constitution
2. 1954
3. Rosa Parks
4. Martin Luther King, Jr.
5. Orval Faubus
6. George Wallace
7. The Nation of Islam
8. Malcolm X
9. Washington, D.C.
10. President John Kennedy
11. President Lyndon Johnson
12. Selma, Alabama
13. Immigration Act of 1965
14. Fair Housing Act of 1968
15. Youtube.com
16. Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me Around,  
     We Shall Overcome
17. Coretta Scott King
18. President John Kennedy in 1963,  
     Malcolm X in 1965,  
     Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1968,  
     Robert Kennedy in 1968
19. the Black Panthers
20. Affirmative action laws
21. 12-13%
22. Barack Obama
23. 70%
24. brutality
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